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WHAT HAS BEEN LEARNED 

I have learned a substantial amount about titin and its structure and function in the 

sarcomere in Dr. Henk Granzier’s lab. My research in Dr. Granzier’s lab has taught me 

how to design and plan experiments, analyze the obtained data, and draw conclusions 

based on results. My experience in research will continually engage my mind and allow 

me to foster my scientific education through practical application and the production of 

novel ideas and discoveries. 

TECHNIQUES OF STRATEGIES EMPLOYED 

The techniques of echocardiography, muscle dissection, sample solubilization, gel 

electrophoresis, data analysis with one-dimensional scan software and statistical analysis 

were used for the research of this honors thesis. 

TRADITIONS BUILT UPON 

This medical research, specialized in determining the structure and function of 

titin, raises both scientific and clinical importance. The research fuses physiological 

expertise with the needs in medicine and healthcare, such as the high prevalence of heart 

disease. Not only is there is a valuable gain of knowledge in this research, but there is a 

clinical application of this project’s data in learning how to treat patients with cardiac 

failure in regards to titin function.  

PROJECT SUCCESS 

This thesis showed that there was an up regulation of the titin N2BA:N2B ratio in 

A/I knockout mice with cardiac failure, indicating that both cardiac failure and the A/I 

junction contribute to the normal functioning of the heart at the level of passive tension of 

the cardiac sarcomere. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Purpose: The purpose of this research is to investigate the effects of cardiac 

failure on titin isoforms, size, and content in the left ventricle, and to also determine the 

effect of knocking out titin’s A/I junction of the sarcomere.  

Methods: Muscle dissection, sample solubilization with 40:40:1 urea glycerol, 

gel electrophoresis, data analysis with one-dimensional scan software, and statistical 

analysis were the methods used for the research of this honors thesis. 

Results: There was a significant increase in N2BA in the TAC A/I knockout as 

compared to the TAC A/I wild-type (0.314±0.017 and 0.257±0.17, P = 0.030). The 

Student t-test between the TAC A/I knockout mice and non-TAC A/I knockout mice had 

a P value of 0.025, also showing a significant difference between the two group’s 

N2BA/N2B ratios. There were no significant differences in TT/MHC, T1/MHC, and 

T1/T2 between all four population groups. 

Conclusions: The results of this study reveal that the TAC A/I knockout 

exhibited the highest N2BA:N2B ratio (0.314±0.017), and it can be concluded that titin 

isoform switch from N2B to N2BA may contribute to the abnormalities in the diastolic 

properties of the left ventricle in heart failure. The data indicates that knocking out the 

A/I junction did not promote a titin isoform shift from N2B to N2BA, but the increased 

N2BA:N2B ratio of the TAC A/I knockout as compared to the three other population 

groups suggests that knocking out titin’s A/I segment could have further contributed to 

the development of heart failure by promoting the development of hypertrophy and 

diastolic abnormalities in the TAC A/I knockout mice. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Heart failure is a complicated clinical condition that can result from a structural or 

clinical heart disorder such as hypertrophy. When the heart undergoes hypertrophy, the 

left ventricular weight increases, hindering the ventricle’s ability to fill or eject blood 

(van Hees, et al). Heart failure is frequently associated with abnormalities in the diastolic 

properties of the left ventricle in heart failure, specifically impaired myocardial passive 

force and altered chamber compliance due to increased wall thickness and myocardial 

structural remodeling in hypertrophy (Williams, et al). The frequency of heart failure in 

the United States is very high and continues to increase. Exercise intolerance and increase 

in fatigue are the hallmarks of heart failure, and in recent years it has been shown that 

changes in the skeletal muscle contributes to the associated symptoms. There is still 

uncertainty as to what components of cardiac muscle are affected by heart failure. One 

such component is the proteins present in muscle filaments. 

Titin, the largest known protein, is one of these filamentous proteins. The giant 

protein titin plays a role in the structural arrangement of the thick and thin filaments in 

muscle. Titin exhibits elasticity and is involved in muscle contractility and mechanic 

function. Moreover, recent studies have suggested that titin may function in 

biomechanical detection and signaling.  Located in the sarcomere (a minuscule 

contractile unit of muscle) of both the skeletal muscle and cardiac muscle, titin spans the 

half-sarcomere from the Z-band to the M-line (LeWinter, et al). 

The A-band region of titin consists of immunoglobulin (Ig)-like and fibronectin 

type 3 (Fn3) repeats which form strong bonds to myosin and exhibit minimal molecular 

compliance. The A-band is essential in shaping muscle contraction efficiency. The force 
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generated by titin is due to the I-band region’s extensibility. It is suggested that the A-

band’s width is largely determined by titin. 

Titin’s I-band region is illustrated in Figure 1. During diastole, the sarcomere 

length increases and the I-band region of titin extends, resulting in a generation of force. 

This force-sarcomere length relationship impacts diastolic ventricular filling as well was 

systole ventricular emptying. The titin region that spans the A/I junction may play a role 

in restoring the sarcomere to its slack length. A/I junction titin is potentially responsible 

as a reversible anchoring structure against the thin filaments (Granzier, Pollack). 

Earlier research in cardiac and skeletal muscle has revealed that titin’s I-band 

spring region is comprised of certain extensible elements that form both its short-term 

properties, and through alternative splicing, its long-term adaptation. The I-band’s 

extensible elements are these three main segments: the PEVK (Pro-Glu-Val-Lys) 

segment, the linked Ig-like domains flanking the PEVK segment, and the N2B segment 

(Fukuda et.al). The PEVK and Ig segments are found in both cardiac and skeletal muscle 

while the N2B segment is found only in the cardiac muscle. (Fukuda, et al). 

 

FIGURE 1. A cardiac muscle sarcomere 
with titin myofilament and isoforms N2BA 
and N2B. Titin is anchored at the Z-disk and 
attaches medially to myosin in the A-Band 
region.  Titin’s I-Band region is highly 
extensible, containing Ig-domains and 
PEVK regions in the skeletal muscle and the 
cardiac muscle, and N2B and/or N2A in the 
cardiac muscle. 
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The cardiac muscle has two main classes of titin isoforms, which are recognized 

as the stiff N2B and more compliant N2BA. While both N2B and N2BA contain the N2B 

segment, N2BA also contains an additional Ig segment (the N2A segment), as well as its 

PEVK segment. This additional segment, in junction with cardiac muscle’s shorter 

extensible I-band region, causes N2B expression to exhibit higher passive myocardial 

stiffness than the N2BA isoform does. The N2BA:N2B ratio varies according to species. 

In large animals, including humans, both N2BA and N2B are similarly expressed. In 

smaller animals, particularly rodents, there is a predominant expression of N2B titin 

(Fukuda et al). The N2BA and N2B titin isoforms are co-expressed in the same half-

sarcomere, producing a passive force intermediate between that of N2BA- and N2B-pure 

myocytes. Alteration of the titin isoform expression profile can influence the passive 

force without affecting titin’s I-band inextensible elements of thick filament length 

control and construction and regulation of Z-lines and M-lines (Granzier and Labeit). 

Previous research has indicated that disease can create protein isoform changes in 

titin. However, there have been inconsistencies in determining the effects of cardiac 

disease on titin isoforms. For example, van Heerebeek et al has demonstrated that in 

diastolic heart failure, there is an increase in the N2B isoform and increase in passive 

stiffness, as well as an association with hypertension and increased left ventricular mass 

index. In contrast, Makarenko et al observed an up-regulation of the compliant N2BA 

isoform in dilated cardiomyopathy. Titin isoform distribution has also been researched in 

patients exhibiting end-stage dilated cardiomyopathy. The patients demonstrated an up 

regulation of the more compliant N2BA isoform; this titin isoform distribution was also 

identified in patients with non-ischemic cardiomyopathy. The isoform proportion 
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matched with echocardiography that showed reduced myocardial stiffness and the 

increased N2BA:N2B ratio can also be correlated with a reduction in the proportion of 

titin-based passive force to total passive force (Fukuda). The variability in how titin 

isoforms are affected indicates that the trend of titin isoform shift is not distinctive but 

rather is determined by the pathology of the cardiac disease. The significant changes that 

titin undergoes in cardiac failure are implicative of the possibility of a wide range of 

other effects related to titin’s function in mechanics and signaling (LeWinter). 

Earlier studies have examined titin’s structure and function during the regulation 

adaptation during alternate sources of cardiac hypertrophy/heart failure. In particular, the 

adaptations of the heart in WT and KO models of the I-band’s extensible elements have 

been explored. Additionally, it is suggested by previous evidence that alterations in the 

A-band can produce skeletal and cardiac muscle hypertrophy and that knocking-out the 

A/I junction results in titin shortening and subsequent increased passive tension 

(Granzier, Pollack). 

The purpose of this study is to explore titin’s role in left ventricular function 

following induction of a physiological stress, or heart failure. The study will investigate 

the effects of knocking out titin’s A/I junction in mice with experimentally induced end-

stage heart failure and normal, non-diseased mice. Differences in left ventricular titin 

content and size will be determined in this research. The hypothesis suggests that there 

will be an up-regulation of N2BA:N2B in the TAC A/I knockout. This study will 

contribute to assessing titin’s involvement in cardiac stiffness in left ventricular 

hypertrophy and heart failure. 
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METHODS 

Heart Failure Mouse Model and Left Ventricle Tissue Collection 

The mouse population included 9 normal, non-diseased mice, 9 mice with end-

stage heart failure, 9 A/I knockout mice, and 9 A/I wild-type mice with end-stage heart 

failure. All of the mice were male and ranged from 3-5 months old. End-stage heart 

failure was experimentally induced in the diseased mice by transverse aortic constriction 

(TAC). TAC is an experimental model used on mice to induce hypertrophy, which 

ultimately leads to heart failure.  TAC surgery involves entering caudally through the 

chest cavity and constricting the aorta between the right and left aorta. After 6-8 weeks, 

the mice were anesthetized via inhalation of an isofluorane-oxygen mixture. A 

thoracotomy/laparotomy was performed to rapidly excise the heart. The heart weight was 

measured, and then the left ventricle was excised. The weight of the left ventricle was 

measured and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen to avoid tissue degradation. 

 

 

                                       A)                               B) 

FIGURE 2.  A) A diagram representing the site of TAC suture.  B) This picture shows 
two hearts, the one on the left is a normal mouse heart, and the one on the right is a TAC 
heart that has undergone hypertrophy. 
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Left Ventricle Solubilization 

After the left ventricle samples are flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, tissue samples 

of about 5-15mg were cut and weighed. The frozen samples were pulverized in a mortar 

and pestle. A sample buffer consisting of solubilization buffer made up of 8M urea, 50% 

glycerol, and DTT was added to each tissue sample. The volume of buffer added to each 

sample was determined with 40:1:1 urea:glycerol:tissue weight ratio. DTT is in the buffer 

in order to break the disulfide bonds necessary for protein folding. The buffer and protein 

mixture was heated in a 60°C water bath in order to denature the proteins. The mixture 

was allowed to cool for ten minutes and then vortexed and subsequently centrifuged for 5 

minutes. The supernatant was removed from the tubes, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, 

and then stored at -80oC. 

 

Agarose and Acrylamide Gel Preparation 

A vertical gel system was used for this research. Gel preparation began with a 

thorough cleaning and rinsing of the gel plates with 100% ethanol. After the gel plates 

dried, they were assembled with 1.5mm spacers and situated into a two-position gel 

stand. The acrylamide plug was poured into the bottom of the gel plate sandwich until the 

plug reached a height of about 1cm high. The acrylamide plug was composed of 4mL of 

30% acrylamide, 2mL of 5x-running buffer (0.250M tris-base, 1.92M glycine, and 50mL 

of 0.5%w/v SDS and diluted to 1L with double distilled water), 3.89mL of double 

distilled water, 100µL APS, and 8.75µL of TEMED. APS, which is used to start the 

acrylamide polymerization, is stored in -20oC in 500µL aliquots. TEMED is stored in a 

separate storage cabinet and is a catalyst. A layer of 70% ethanol was added to the top of 
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the acrylamide layer to ensure the formation of a flat acrylamide interface. The plug was 

allowed to polymerize for about 10-15 minutes. The gel plate apparatus was inverted to 

remove the ethanol layer, and 1x-running buffer was added to the top of the acrylamide 

and then removed. The gel plate apparatus, along with a 60cm syringe, were placed into 

an oven and warmed at 65oC for about 30 minutes. For two gels, a mixture of 1.0gram of 

1% Sea Kem Gold agarose, 30mL 30% v/v glycerol, 20mL 5x-running buffer, and 50mL 

of nanopure water was poured into a 250mL-graduated cylinder. The graduated cylinder 

was covered with Parafilm and inverted to mix the solution contents. The cylinder 

mixture was then poured into a beaker and the beaker was covered with aluminum foil. 

The beaker was immediately heated and swirled until the agarose mixture just began to 

boil. The gel plate apparatus and 60cm syringe were removed from the oven and the 

syringe was used to inject the agarose along the side spacer of the gel plate apparatus 

until the plates overflowed with agarose. A 1.5mm thick comb (15 lane) was placed in 

the agarose and then clipped to stay in place. The gel assembly was left undisturbed and 

the agarose was allowed to solidify. Afterwards, the gel assembly was placed in a 4oC 

cold room for storage of up to one week. 

 

Gel Electrophoresis 

The gel chamber was filled with lower buffer, which was composed of 3.5L of 

5x-running buffer and 500mL of double distilled water. An upper buffer solution was 

prepared, consisting of 400mL of 5x-running buffer, 100mL of double distilled water, 

and 0.40µL of 10mM 2-mercaptoethanol (BME). The comb was carefully lifted and 

rocked perpendicularly to the gel plates to remove the comb, ensuring that the gel wells 
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did not break. The wells were cleaned to remove any agarose debris. The wells were 

filled with upper buffer. The solubilized samples were diluted (if necessary) and then 

loaded through the upper buffer at volumes of 9µL, 7.5 µL, 6µL, 4.5µL, and 3µL.  The 

gel was run was at a constant 15mA for 3 hours and 20 minutes in the cold room. Titin 

separations occurred when the dye front migrated towards the bottom of the acrylamide 

plug. After the gel completed its run, the gel plates were disassembled and the acrylamide 

plug was cut off. The wells at the top were cut off as well. The gel was placed into a gel 

storage box filled with pre-soak solution. After 30 minutes, the pre-soak solution (for 2L: 

400mL of 20% methanol, 200mL of acetic acid, and 1.4L of doubled distilled water) of 

was emptied out of the box and the box was refilled with the stain solution (for 2L: 

23.7mL 2% phosphoric acid, 200g of 10% ammonium sulfate, 2g C 0.1% Coomassie 

Brilliant Blue 250, diluted to 2L with doubled distilled water) and left in stain overnight. 

After overnight staining, the stain solution was emptied out and de-stain solution (for 2L: 

500mL of 25% methanol and 1.5L of double distilled water) was poured into the box for 

two rounds in order to make the protein bands visible. Afterwards, the de-stain solution 

was removed and the box was filled with storage solution (for 2L: 200g of 10% 

ammonium sulfate and diluted to 2L with double distilled water). 

 

Data Analysis/Statistical Analysis 

The wet gel was scanned and analyzed with one-dimensional scan software, 

which obtained the integrated absorbance of the N2BA titin, N2B titin, total titin (N2BA 

+ N2B + T2 (titin degradation)) or TT, and myosin heavy chains (MHC). These values 

were calculated as a function of the volume of the loading samples, and the slope of the 
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linear relationship between integrated absorbance and loading volume was determined for 

each sample. The slopes were used to calculate the ratios N2BA/N2B, T2/T1 

(T2/(N2BA+N2B)), T1/MHC ((N2BA+N2B)/MHC), TT/MHC, and TT/mg tissue. 

Visual analysis of the gels assessed the differences in mobility shifts and differences in 

titin degradation between the four population groups. All values were expressed as 

mean±S.M.E. The Student t-test was performed in order to see if there was a significant 

difference in the titin ratios between the four population groups. 

 

 

RESULTS 

Titin Isoform Expression 

The average TT/MHC ratio in the non-TAC A/I wild-type mice was 0.252±0.029 

and was similar to the TT/MHC of non-TAC A/I knockout mice of 0.321±0.057 (P = 

0.305). Average TT/MHC for TAC A/I knockout mice was 0.293±0.026, and 

0.263±0.048 for TAC A/I wild-type mice (P = 0.585). The TT/mg tissue ratio for non-

TAC A/I wild-type mice was 16.6±2.7, 16.5±2.7 for non-TAC A/I knockout mice, 

22.8±7.5 for TAC A/I wild-type mice, and 24.1±7.1. The TAC mice had a larger TT/mg 

tissue ratio, which is indicative of the increased heart weight due to hypertrophy. 

Statistical analysis with the Student t-test demonstrated no significant differences 

between the four population groups for TT/MHC and TT/mg tissue.  
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FIGURE 3. Ratio of total 
titin over myosin heavy 
chain content. All four 
population groups 
demonstrated  similar 
ratios of TT:MHC and no 
significant differences 
were observed between 
the population groups. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

N2BA/N2B Titin Isoform Ratio 

The N2BA/N2B titin ratio was relatively similar between the non-TAC A/I 

knockout mice and non-TAC A/I wild-type mice (0.261±0.014 and 0.278±0.025, P = 

0.567). The TAC A/I knockout mice demonstrated an up regulation in N2BA as 

compared to the TAC A/I wild-type mice (0.314±0.017 and 0.257±0.17, P = 0.030). The  

 

 

FIGURE 3. Ratio of 
N2BA to N2B. The 
TAC A/I knockout 
and TAC A/I wild-
type demonstrated a 
significant difference 
for N2BA:N2B, with 
an increased 
N2BA:N2B ratio in 
the TAC A/I 
knockout mice.  
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Titin Degradation 

 The gels revealed that all four populations revealed prominent N2B and N2BA 

bands and minimal, if any, titin degradation as demonstrated by the minor T2 bands.  

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 5. Summary of the different titin ratios calculated. 

 

FIGURE 4. Ratio of 
T2 (degradation) to T1 
(N2BA + N2B). No 
significant differences 
for T2:T1 between the 
four groups were 
observed in the study.  
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A)               B) 

  

C)            D) 

  
 
FIGURE 6. Representative 1% agarose gels of left ventricular homogenates from a TAC 
A/I wild-type mouse, a TAC A/I knockout mouse. The solubilized tissue samples were 
loaded at 5 different volumes. There were no observed differences in titin mobility shifts 
between the four groups. 
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DISCUSSION 

The present study demonstrates that there is a shift from the stiff N2B isoform to 

the N2BA isoform in TAC A/I knockout mice as compared to the TAC A/I wild-type 

mice and the non-TAC A/I knockout mice (0.314±0.017 and 0.257±0.17, P = 0.030). The 

current results are consistent with a previous study that reports an increased N2BA:N2B 

ratio and decreased titin-dependent tension is human patients with end-stage dilated 

cardiomyopathy (LeWinter and Granzier). The results also match the results of a more 

recent study of patients with heart failure (dilated cardiomyopathy and diastolic heart 

failure) in which an increase in N2BA:N2B was also observed. 

Sarcomere stretch causes a fractional extension of titin’s extensible segment. This 

extension is much higher for the N2B isoform, which has a shorter extensible segment as 

compared to the N2BA isoform. Hence, cardiac myocytes with high expression of the 

N2B isoform demonstrate higher passive stiffness than those with high N2BA expression. 

High levels of N2B have been observed in animals with high heart rates. Thus, it has 

been proposed that during short diastolic filling times, increased N2B levels permits 

faster early diastolic filling due to high restoring forces, as well as faster setting of the 

end diastolic volume as a result of high stiffness at long sarcomere lengths (Granzier and 

Labeit). The current data from this study is consistent with these earlier studies, as 

cardiac failure involves difficulty in diastolic filling as well as force restoration. The 

increase in the more compliant N2BA isoform results in a reduction in the proportion of 

titin-based passive force to total passive force (Fukuda). Thus, from the present results in 

which TAC AI knockout mice exhibited the highest N2BA:N2B ratio (0.314±0.017), it 

can be concluded that titin isoform switch from N2B to N2BA may contribute to the  
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abnormalities in the diastolic properties of the left ventricle in heart failure, specifically 

impaired myocardial passive force and altered chamber compliance due to increased wall 

thickness and myocardial structural remodeling in hypertrophy (Williams et al). The 

significance of titin in passive force development suggests that changes in titin isoform 

expression, as exhibited by this present study, results in major effects on mechanical 

cardiac function.  

The results of this study revealed that the TAC A/I knockout mice and non-TAC 

A/I knockout mice had N2BA:N2B values of 0.314±0.017 and 0.257±0.17, respectively. 

The P value of 0.025 between the two groups indicates a significant difference between 

the two N2BA/N2B ratios. Previous evidence has illustrated that alterations in the A-

band can produce skeletal and cardiac muscle hypertrophy and that knocking-out the A/I 

junction results in titin shortening and subsequent increased passive tension. Knocking 

out the A/I junction could have further contributed to the development of heart failure by 

promoting the development of hypertrophy in the TAC A/I knockout mice. Furthermore, 

it is suggested that the titin region that spans the A/I junction may play a role in restoring 

the sarcomere to its slack length and hence contributes to the diastolic wall stress of the 

left ventricle. Thus, knocking out the A/I junction could have promoted the development 

of diastolic abnormalities that are present in cardiac failure. 

There were no significant differences between the A/I knockout and A/I wild-type 

in regards to N2BA:N2B or any of the other titin ratios calculated. This indicates that 

knocking out the A/I junction may alter the passive and restoring tension of the cardiac 

sarcomere but not necessarily induce a titin isoform shift. This also correlates with 

significant increase in N2BA:N2B when comparing the TAC A/I knockout and non-TAC 
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A/I knockout (P = 0.025), also indicating that cardiac disease directs a titin isoform shift 

rather than the knocking out of the A/I junction of titin. However, the alteration in the A/I 

junction could accelerate the titin isoform shift from N2BA to N2B in the progression of 

heart disease since the TAC A/I knockout exhibited the highest N2BA:N2B ratio 

(0.314±0.017).  

The data of the study revealed no significant differences in TT/MHC and no 

observable differences in the mobility of titin on the agarose gels. This suggests that the 

experimental models do not promote an alteration in titin size but rather a shift in the titin 

isoform. There were no significant differences in titin degradation between the four 

groups, implying that titin size is minimally affected in cardiac disease and in knockout 

models. 

The structure and function of the giant protein titin has rapidly been elucidated in 

the last decade. Previous evidence has suggested that titin plays a role in the mechanics, 

organization, and signaling properties of both skeletal and cardiac muscle, and that titin is 

either involved in or contributes to the development of heart failure. This study provides 

new insights into the alterations of passive tension and diastolic function that may help 

understand the progression of heart failure, specifically in left ventricular function. This 

research can contribute to understanding changes that occur in the cardiac muscle of heart 

failure patients and how to treat patients in regards to titin function. 
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